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Structure 

• How did we get here?
• A note on distinctiveness
• The changing landscape
• What will charities and voluntary action look like 

in the future?



How did we get here? The Compact years

• The post-1996 agenda:
– Mainstreaming in public policy
– Shift in public service delivery role



Trends since 2000
(voluntary sector)

Source: NCVO/TSRC, Charity Co



Sources of income



We are still defined 
by voluntary action

Source: Communities and 
Local Government; Labour 
Force Survey



A civic core

http://data.ncvo-vol.org.uk/a12q70
Source: TSRC (2012)

http://data.ncvo-vol.org.uk/a12q70
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A note on distinctiveness



And, you know, there is no such thing as society. There 
are individual men and women, and there are families. And 
no government can do anything except through people, and 
people must look to themselves first. It's our duty to look after 
ourselves and then, also to look after our neighbour. 



• de

“....where people in their everyday lives...don’t always turn to 
officials, local authorities or central government for answers to 
the problems they face...but instead feel both free and powerful 
enough to help themselves and their own communities.”



“We have to acknowledge that actually Labour missed a trick 
and failed by not connecting to the debate about the big 
society. It seems a long time ago now but there was a 
compelling story there... about what are out civic duties and 
what institutions should be built to nurture the common good.”. 



Central and local government spend

Excludes: social security; interest payments; capital spending. Source data: OBR
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Barnet: The graph of doom



Voluntary sector spending forecasts





Challenges and opportunities

• Reductions in public spending

• Public services: mutualisation, 
charitisation, social value

• New forms of funding and finance: social 
enterprise and social investment



But…

• Its not just about government spending

• Other challenges and opportunities are on 
the radar



Here comes the flood?







Challenges and opportunities

• Data: not very big
• Digital natives
• The rise of the networked nonprofit
• Disintermediation & relevance
• Network effects and winner takes all
• Social entrepreneurs: sector agnostic?



Source: Nat Cen, Guard
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What will the community sector 
look like in the future?



Provocations

• Voluntary ‘sector’ growth
• Social action: wider, shallower
• Millennials are sector agnostic
• Digital disruption
• Public trust and institutions

• Governance really is critical. More than 
ever?



Be militant optimists…
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